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Ponderomotive Force and Ion Energy Distributions in an rf Sheath

S. Hamaguchi, R. T. Farouki, and M. Dalvie
IBM Thomas J. 8'atson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

(Received 26 August 1991)

The incident-ion energy distribution in a collisionless rf sheath is derived analytically for a general
electric-field configuration in the high-frequency regime. The analysis is based on a two-time-scale
asymptotic expansion of the ion equation of motion, where the ratio of the ion transit frequency coI to
the rf frequency cu is assumed to be small. It is shown that the "ponderomotive force" due to the rf
modulation of the electric field exerts a retarding effect on the ion motion, counteracting the dc-bias
field. The results obtained here are applicable to rf-discharge-based process tools used in microelectron-
ics fabrication, where the conditions of low collisionality and high rf frequency are usually satisfied.

PACS numbers: 52.20.Dq, 51.10.+y, 51.50.+v, 52.80.Vp

Radio-frequency (rf) discharges [1-5] play a central
role in integrated-circuit fabrication processes, such as
sputtering, etching, and chemical vapor deposition. The
outcome of these processes is known to be a sensitive
function of the ion bombardment energy on the elec-
trodes, which is acquired by ions as they traverse the
sheath field [6,7]. In various plasma environments rang-
ing from diode glow discharges to electron cyclotron reso-
nance (ECR) generated plasmas, it has been observed
that the time-averaged energy distribution of ions im-
pinging on the cathode surface has a double-peaked,
"hollow" profile [8,9].

Although various numerical calculations have repro-
duced such profiles for the ion energy distribution in rf
sheaths [10-14], few analytical attempts have been made
to derive the ion distribution corresponding to a general rf
electric-field profile. For example, Benoit-Cat tin and
Bernard [15) derived the ion distribution in a special
case, in which the amplitude of the rf field is sufficiently
small compared to that of the dc-bias field, and the space
dependence is given by the collisionless Child-Langmuir
law [16] [E cx: (I +A, costot)z ', with X«1].

In most rf-discharge process tools, however, the sheath
electric field is more complex: The spatial dependence is
not necessarily a simple function of z and the amplitude
of the rf field may be comparable to that of the dc-bias
field. On the other hand, various experiments and nu-
merical calculations have revealed that regimes of low
collisionality (d/XMrp«1, where d denotes the sheath
thickness and A. Mt;p the ion mean free path) and high fre-
quency (r„cp«1, where r«denotes the ion-transit time)
in an rf sheath lead to a well-controlled, narrow energy
distribution of the bombarding ions. Therefore, in the
present work, we focus on a collisionless, high-frequency
rf sheath, with the rf electric field of a general functional
form E(z, tot).

Before discussing general electric-field profiles, we be-
gin by considering ion motion in a sinusoidally oscillating
electric field E(z, tot) =Ep(z)+E~(z)costpt with arbi-
trarily space-dependent Ep(z) and E~(z). This may be
regarded as the lowest-order approximation in the Fou-
rier expansion to a general field.

Using the normalized variables r =to(t —tt), g=z/d,
and e =qEp(d)/mdtp, the equation of motion for the
ion at position z is given by

d2
, =~'[F'o(g)+F, (g)cos(r+y)],

dr

where p=tptt, Fp=Ep/Ep(d), and F~ =E~/Ep(d). For
simplicity, the ions are assumed to be injected into the
sheath with the Bohm velocity vt =(kttT, /m)' at posi-
tion z =0 and at any given time t =tI. The initial condi-
tions then become (=0 and u =dg/dr =ut (v- =dz/dt
=vt) at r =0. For each p, the corresponding ion trajec-
tory is obtained by integrating Eq. (1) until g= I, the lo-
cation of the cathode. Here we may define a nominal
"ion transit time" by r«=[md/qEp(d)]', which typi-
cally gives a lower bound on the true transit time across
the sheath, since Ep(z) is generally a monotonically in-

creasing function in a simple sheath. We also define an
"ion transit frequency" by co[„=zt, '. It follows that
e =tp«/tp, which is small in a high-frequency rf system.

Consider first the solution to the above equation in the
limit e 0. Let (p(r) with r =sr satisfy

2

(2)
d 0

, =Fp((p),
dm

-'

so that d gp/dr =e Fp((p). Thus (p represents the (nor-
malized) ion trajectory in the limit of infinite frequency,
where the ion feels only the dc component of the electric
field. The correction of the trajectory due to finite ~ is

1

then obtained by writing g(r ) =(p(er ) +e ((r ), where,
from Eq. (1), g satisfies

d 2

=Fi(&p)cos(r+p)+E'&[Fo'(&p)+F~ (gp)cos(r+p)]+6(E ) .
dr

(3)

Here, primes denote derivatives with respect to g, i.e., F
~
=dF ~/dg

It should be noted that the right-hand side of Eq. (3) includes both a rapidly time-varying quantity, cos(r+P), and
slowly time-varying terms —those that depend on (p(r) In order to solve E.q. (3), therefore, we employ a two-time-
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scale expansion [17] of the function g, i.e., (=(p(r, r)+e(~(r, r)+e (z(v', r)+, where r cr denotes the slow-

varying part of the time variable, while r is the fast-varying part. Noting that d/dr =ca/as+a/az, we obtain from Eq.
(3)

a" ', a.-a. a"
,

'

a'g. a'g, a'g,
'

, a a.-a. a" (4)

On equating the right-hand sides of Eqs. (3) and (4),
we have, to the lowest order in e,

a'&o =Fi((p)cos(r +y),
T2

the solution of which is given by

(o = F i (go)cos(r+ P)+Ap(T') r +Bp(T') .

Since we assume that (p is of order unity, we require that

the secular term (the second term of the right-hand side)

of Eq. (5) vanish, i.e., Ap ——0. The third term Bp(r) will

be determined by a higher-order equation. In what fol-

lows, however, the explicit form of Bp is not required, so

the calculation of Bp(r ) will be presented elsewhere.

We now calculate the time-averaged force exerted on

an ion. Defining a time-averaging operation in the fast
time scale by

+2K

f(r ) = f(r, r )dr,

z, the sense of the ponderomotive force is opposite to that
of the dc field Ep, i.e., it retards the ion motion through
the sheath from the plasma bulk to the cathode.

From Eq. (5), the velocity u at time r may be calculat-
ed as

u(r) = =sup(t. r)+e'F)((p)sin(r+y)+8(e'),

(10)

where up(r) =dgp(r)/dr. Denoting the time-averaged,
normalized potential by Vp(g), i.e., Fp= —dVp/dg, we

have from Eq. (2)

Eup = [ut 2c Vp((p)]

By substituting t,"p=(—e gp into Eqs. (10) and (11) and

taking the terms up to order t. , we obtain the final veloci-

ty vf of the ion (i.e., its velocity when it reaches the
cathode at z =d) in dimensional form as

and using Eq. (3), we calculate vf =[vt 2ql//p(d)/m] ' + [qE~(d)/mto]sintot . (i2)

dg z (o+ zdg

F,(g) '(g) +8—(~') .
4

(8)

In terms of a unit volume with ion density n;, Eq. (8)
may be written, up to order e, as

2
epE]d z

mn; =qn; Ep(z )—
dt

(9)
dz 4

where to~; q(n;/map) 't denotes the ion plasma frequen-

cy. The last term in Eq. (9) represents a force propor-
tional to the time-averaged pressure (or the energy densi-

ty) of the oscillating field E~ cosrot, which is known as the
ponderomotive force or Miller's force [18]. Since the
sheath electric field is generally an increasing function of

= e'Fp(j,"p)

+t.' [BpFo(gp) —
2 Fi (gp)Fi((p)]+8(e ), (7)

where we have used the expression for gp given by Eq.
(5), and the fact that cos(r+P) 0 and cosz(r+P) = —,'.
Since the average position of the ion at time r is given by
(=(p+f go+8(c ) =go+a Bp+8(e ), we may write

Fp(() =Fp(gp)+e BpFp((p), up to order e . Using Eqs.
(4) and (6), we also obtain d g/dr =e d g/dr
+8(e ). Therefore, the equation for the average ion tra-
jectory becomes

w2a/ru n vt w p(g)dg
I = I ddt=

2n ~ o 2trvpf dg/dp
(i4)

where p=tot and g=v28/m —vf Note th. at the condi-
tion g =0 generally identifies two values of p in

0 ~ p ~ 2n. Carrying out the integration in Eq. (14), we
obtain

1(C)= (15)
nmvpf [(v~ —J2C/m )(428/m —v )] '

where v ~ =vof ~ qE~(d)/mro.
The energy distribution I given in Eq. (15) has singu-

45

The ion (velocity) distribution function f(t,z, v, ) at po-
sition z in a collisionless sheath satisfies the Vlasov equa-
tion [18] with the boundary condition f(t, z =O, v, )
=n;b(v, —v&). The characteristics of the Vlasov equa-
tion are determined by the equation of motion, i.e., Eq.
(1), and the standard method of characteristics leads to
the solution at z =d given by

f(t,d, v.-) =(n;vt/vpf)8(v~ vf)

where vpf = [vt 2qyp(—d)/m] 't denotes the zeroth-order
velocity vp ( dtoup) at the cathode z =d. The energy
distribution I g of the ion flux at the cathode is giv-
en by I vd6" =v,f(t,d, v, )dv„namely, I s =(n;vt/mvpf)
x b(428/m —vf) with the kinetic energy 8 =mv, /2.
The experimentally observed ion energy flux distribution
is the time average of I g.
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larities at 8 =8+ and 8-, where N~ =m[vnf+ qEi(d)/
mro] /2 and these singular points also define the limits of
the energy spread. The width of the energy spread
AC =8+ —6 is thus given by d4 = [2qEr (d)/rri] [&'r
—2qiirr(d)/m] ' with vr =krrT„/m In. particular, when

k&T,, (( —
qllrr (d), then

hC = [2qE i (d )/rrr] (2q V/m ) '/2, (i 6)

where V = —
err (d) denotes the dc-bias sheath potential.

The analytical expression, Eq. (15), has been compared
to numerical simulations with various electric-field pro-
files and found to be in good agreement. For example,
consider the case En(z ) =E

~
(z ) =Er (z ), where Er (z )

= —dilrr/dz is the collisionless sheath field. Denoting the
ion density and the electric field at the presheath-sheath
boundary by nr and Er, the potential yr (z) is known to
satisfy

with g(0) =0, (0) = —P, (17)dz
d(

d g
d(~ JI —2

where g=2qrjrr/mar, a =J2d/)i, D, A, g =Earn/q nr, and

P=2dqEr/mvr. The closed-form expression for Er (z),
which is rather complicated, is given in [19]. The time-
periodic electric field E(z, rut) =Er(z)(l+cosrut) is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1. With the initial velocity ur =vr/dni
=0.02 and the small parameter m=0. 16, the analytical
expression for the energy distribution, Eq. (15), is shown

in Fig. 2(a), where 6 .„„=—2qyr (d). Figure 2(b)
shows the direct integration of Eq. (I) with uniformly
distributed random initial phase p=rutr for the same pa-
rameters, obtained from a simulation program similar to
the Monte Carlo code described in [6]. A good agree-
ment between the analytic formula and the simulation re-
sults is evident in Fig. 2.

Finally, we consider a general electric-field profile
given by E(z, rut), where E(z, T) is 2rr periodic in T.

Defining the dc-bias field En(z) =E(z, r ) and the rf com-
ponent E~(z, rot) =E(z,cot) —En(z), we have the equa-
tion of motion for an ion in the sheath

Xf=q f(r')dr' —„ f(r')dr'.

If the function f(r ) is 2rr periodic in z and satisfies f=0,
then the function Xf is also 2z periodic in r and satisfies

Xf=0.
As in the case of Eq. (1), we consider the solutions of

Eq. (18) for small e. In the limit e 0, we obtain Eq.
(2) for err(r. r). Writing (=r",p(r.'r)+e (, and employing
the two-time-scale expansion scheme given in Eq. (4),
we obtain the lowest-order solution gn

=X E
~
(r + Ill)

+Dp(r ). Here Dp(r ) denotes an integration constant
(with respect to r), to be determined by a higher-order
equation.

%e may derive the ponderomotive force by taking the

15 I
'

I

10—

, =e [Fn(g)+Fi(g, r+rti)],
dT-

where p=rritr, Fn=En/Eri(d), and F~ =E~/Eri(d), as be-
fore, and F~(g, T) is 2rr periodic in T

Before proceeding to the two-time-scale analysis, we
introduce the following time-integral operator L

1.0

0.8

o 0.6
LLI
CU

0.4
UJ

0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

E: /B.„

0.2

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIG. 1. The electric-field profile E(z, rrrr) =E&(z)(l +cosrrrr)
for dilferent phases ror Here E&(z) is g.iven by Eq. (17) with
a=20.3 and P =12.8.

FIG. 2. The energy distributions of the ion Aux at the
cathode obtained from (a) the analytical expression Eq. (15),
and (b) a numerical simulation based on Eq. (I). The electric
field E(z, rot) is given in Fig. I, and the parameters used here
are ur =r'r/drrr =0.02 and @=0.16, which correspond to the case
where rrr/2rr=13. 0 MHz, d=0.83 mm, and the dc-bias sheath
potential —

err (d) =35 V. In (a) the singularities are truncat-
ed by plotting I (6 ) for 8 —+M ~ 8 ~ 8+ —h@ with hP/
6 „. „=0.007. In each case, I is normalized so as to enclose unit
area.
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time average of the ion trajectory, i.e., taking steps simi-
lar to Eqs. (6) and (7). In the case of a general rf elec-
tric field, the equation for the time-average trajectory
I,
"—corresponding to Eq. (8)—is given by

gy distribution, defined by Eq. (21), for a sheath with

such an oscillating sharp boundary, a more detailed
analysis of such a model will be treated in a separate pa-
per [201.

e2 d(JEi)~ =F,(g) — (g)+e(").
2 d(

(19)

As before, the last term of Eq. (19) represents the pon-
deromotive force.

The energy distribution may be obtained in a manner
similar to that of deriving Eq. (15). We obtain the final

velocity vf up to order e as

t'f t of + (q/mta)XE ) ~ g (2O)

From Eq. (14) for the energy distribution of the ion flux,
we obtain

1(c)=
Ãt'Pf

i/2
m (8 ) ' b(g)dg

d t'v/dy
r

mC
2

n;vI
(21)

ZV pf

where 8v =mt j/2 denotes the final kinetic energy as a
function of the final phase vp=cot, g =(2@/m) 'i —(2t'~/
m)'t, and the discrete phases p;=to;(8) denote all the
distinct solutions p of the equation 8=8v, (ta). In the
case of sinusoidal time dependence, the general expres-
sion reduces to a simple closed-form formula for I"(8), as
given by Eq. (15). In general, however, the energy distri-
bution 1(t ) has an "implicit" form, defined by Eq. (21).
Note that, corresponding to any value of the energy 8
where d8v/dp vanishes, there will be a singularity in the
ion energy distribution I (I').

In conclusion, we have derived an analytical expression,
appropriate in the high-frequency regime, for the energy
distribution 1(t ) of the ion flux in a collisionless rf
sheath. We have also noted that the ponderomotive force
due to the oscillating sheath field exerts a retarding
influence on the ion trajectories. In real rf sheaths, an os-
cillatory motion of the relatively sharp presheath-sheath
boundary can be expected. Although in principle the dis-
cussion of a general electric field E(z, tot) yields an ener-
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